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1. PREPARATION
▶ Tools required: none
▶ Place motorcycle on a secure & level surface

INSTALLATION CONTINUED ON REVERSE SIDE

WARNING
Overloading any saddle bag will result in a high center of gravity, which will cause bike to become top heavy and susceptible to 
unexpected tipping, especially on lean-in while negotiating high speed turns. Saddle bags must be loaded evely side-to-side 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE LOAD LIMIT IS 7 LBS.

2. SADDLE BAG ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION
▶ Open saddlebag and remove contents.
▶ Locate bottom bag support.
 Note: Support has velcro on bottom side that must match velcro in bag. It is not in the center.
▶  Bend support as shown. Plastic and velcro strip will be on the bottom. (Fig 1)
▶  Insert support into pocket inside the front of the bag. If support is all the way in pocket, velcro strips will match. 
 DO NOT attach velcro at this time.
▶  Insert support into rear pocket inside bag. It will be necessary to slightly bend support up to fit.
▶  Press velcro strips to mate. Smooth out any wrinkles.
▶  Determine location of exhaust pipe.
▶  A. If tail pipe is under tail section of bike - place silver side of protective heat shield to fender. Weave velcro straps from 
 saddlebags through webbing on black side of protective pad. Fasten.
▶  B. If tail pipe is on side of tail section - place silver side of protective heat shield toward saddle bag. This will protect fender from 

any rubbing that may occur. Weave velcro straps from saddlebags through webbing on Silver side of protective pad. Fasten.

WARNING
Please read and understand these instructions completely before installation to avoid possible injury to yourself or damage to 
the accessory or vehicle. If you are unsure of your ability, seek the help of a qualified mechanic.
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3. Mounting Tail Bag Only
▶ Place Tail Bag on tail section of bike with carrying handle facing the rear of bike. (Fig. 2)
▶ Locate both straps w/(1) hook.
▶ Secure straps to passenger foot peg or suitable fixed frame member on left and right side of bike. (Fig.2)
▶ Connect straps to front D-rings on bag.
▶ Locate strap w/(2) hooks.
▶ Install strap w/(2) hooks around tail section of bike and connect to bag. (Fig. 3)
▶ Adjust straps to create a snug fit on bike.
▶ Insure that bag does not interfere with indicator lights, tail pipe or any moving parts of the motorcycle.
 If you encounter interference, readjust bag position using adjustable straps.

4. Mounting Tail Bag to Saddlebags
▶  Install saddlebags on bike per instructions on page one.
▶ Place Tail bag on tail section of bike with handle toward the rear.
▶ Use the 4 short straps with clips on both ends to connect to the 4 D-rings on the bottom of the Tail bag
 to the 4 D-rings on the tops of the saddlebags. (Fig 4), (Fig 5)
▶ D-rings on the saddlebags will each hold two clips.
▶ Adjust all straps to securely position bag in desired location.
▶ Insure that all bags do not interfere with indicator lights, exhaust pipes or any moving parts of the motorcycle.
 If you encounter interference, readjust bag position using adjustable straps.
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CARE & CLEANING:
Use a mild detergent and soft brush to remove dirt or road grime from the bags. Rinse thoroughly and dry before using. Do not put 
in washer or dryer. Dry-cleaning is not recommended. Note: Your bags are manufactured from heavy-weight waterproof polyester 
materials. However, in the event of heavy rain, moisture may enter the bags through seams or zippers. It is highly recommended 
that important papers, valuable items, or clothing be wrapped in plastic for added protection.
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